Reimagining work for a flexible world.

Flexible work models are here to stay. With your people working in multiple locations and with a multitude of document formats, how do you keep it all smooth, secure, connected and productive?

Simple. Bring the power to overcome everyday workflow challenges to all of your devices. Anywhere.

INTRODUCING XEROX WORKFLOW CENTRAL.

Solve everyday document challenges.

One-platform consistency for seamless productivity across computers, mobile devices and printers.

Now your teams always have the right tools for the job. Our ever-expanding suite of cloud-based workflows is ready to work anytime, anywhere.

So you can transform physical and digital files instantly.

Our ever-evolving library of workflows makes it simple.

- Change documents into audio files for easy listening whenever, wherever.
- Convert PDF or image files to popular Microsoft formats for shareability with a wider audience.
- Turn handwriting into legible, editable and shareable text.
- Translate to/from over 40 different languages.
- Automatically redact Personal Identifiable Information using set words or phrases.
WORK FINDS YOU WHEREVER YOU ARE. NOW YOU CAN GET IT DONE ANYWHERE.

We no longer go to work, work comes to us — from multiple locations and in varying formats. Which means workflows need new levels of adaptability, flexibility and security.

• Adaptable that you be effective and productive anywhere. Seamlessly switch between locations, devices and formats.

• Always-on and able to meet process needs on the fly. Because downtime isn’t an option.

• Security that mitigates the risk of working, sharing and collaborating outside the office infrastructure. Be confident documents and the information contained within them are secure thanks to Microsoft Azure security intelligence.

WHY XEROX WORKFLOW CENTRAL:
Paper or digital, we make it easy to convert documents, photos and image files from any device.

• 24/7 cloud connection — home, office or on the go.

• Subscription-based with instant access to a library of workflows, all accessible from anywhere and any device.

• Select the monthly or yearly page-based subscription that’s best suited for your business. Various pack sizes available, all with unlimited users and unlimited devices.

• It’s easy to renew and upgrade as your needs and work evolve.

SECURITY AT EVERY LEVEL.

• Hosted on the secure global infrastructure of the Microsoft Azure platform.

• Protection at every step of the document journey that encrypts data at rest and in motion.

• Controlled accessibility with unique login credentials for each user.

Get more out of every workday, wherever work happens. Learn more at xerox.com/WorkflowCentral.